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														CF Slate
															The low profile appeal of slate with Concealed Fastening technology
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														CF Shake
															Rustic charm of traditional shake with "Concealed Fastening" technology
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															Shingle style with Concealed Fastening technology
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														Colour Range
																													Colour preference is personal, so find the right colour for you from our expansive colour range.
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														Accessories
															Accessories perfectly matched to your tiles to make a complete roofing system. Including Roof Trims, Vents & Solar Brackets
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														Re-roofing
																													Whether your roof has been damaged, deteriorated over time, or you're just looking to add value to your home, Gerard is the perfect option.
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														New Build
																													When you are building your dream home, one of the most important decisions will be your roof. Luckily Gerard can help make that decision a little easier for you.
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														Specifying with Gerard
																													We view specification as a partnership, we are invested from early designs through to completion of the build. See how Gerard can help you with your next project.
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														Working with Gerard
																													In the competitive roofing market, you want roofing products that will stand out from the crowd. Gerard can help.
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			Please select a region


				
					By selecting your regions we can ensure you get the best service.
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					Or visit our Global Site Tilcor.com
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					Ready to get cost estimates for your next project?
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